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1 INTRODUCTION

Automatic mesh adaptation techniques are currently receiving much attention as they offer
the possibility to adjust the mesh according to the results of analysis and thereby improv
ing the solution in an optimal manner [1], [2]. The objective of mesh adaptation is to
control the discretization error by increasing the number of degrees of freedom in regions
where the previous finite element model is not adequate.

Usually the adaptive process starts from a coarse mesh with preliminary results, then refine
or remesh the existing mesh based on the computed results, with help of some suitable
error estimations, the suitable error estimator is related with a specified problem. From
mesh generation point of view, it is a node spacing function derived from error estimation.

2 THE MAIN ADAPTIVE MESH TECHNIQUES

1. Mesh enrichment strategies

The mesh enrichment is increase the number of degrees of freedom NDF in such a way
that the finite element space of a fewer NDF is embedded in the finite element space of a
greater number of degrees of freedom (Extension method).

The most common one is h-version, which achieves solution accuracy by progressive element
subdivision selectively reducing element sizes at places of greater solution errors (see Fig.
1).

2. Adaptive remeshing schemes

The adaptive remeshing scheme is to select domain regions where the big error presented
by some suitable error estimator, then to re-discretized based on the existing mesh and
in accordance with some node spacing function derived from the error estimates of the
solution.

Remeshing is always done in large deformation and metal-forming problems in which the
deformed body suffers great change in geometry and shape, and the elements of the mesh
are so severely distorted that solution accuracy is no longer guaranteed [3].

2.1 ADAPTIVE METHODS BASED ON EXISTING MESH

1. Mesh Smoothing
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Figure 1: Progressive refinement

The mesh smoothing is to reposition the internal nodes of existing mesh in such a way
that the new position of internal nodes lie in the center of its polygon formed by all its
neighbouring nodes (including the boundary nodes) as in Fig. 2. Mesh smoothing did not
change the topology of mesh.

2. Deletion of bad positioned nodes, sides and elements

Interior mesh modification and boundary mesh modification, which removes bad positioned
nodes, sides (see Fig. 3) and element (see Fig. 4), after deletion, topology of existing mesh
changed.

Figure 2: Repositioning internal node
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Figure 3: Deletion bad node, and bad sides

Figure 4: Deletion bad element
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The advantage of above two methods is that they can be performed faster than remeshing
process.

3 REMESHING AND MESH GENERATION

Since in finite element analysis of metal-forming process, both geometry and shape suffers
severe change, therefore the remesh scheme is considered. The problem of remeshing in
two-dimensional case is defined as:

Given a 2D domain 0 and a finite element discretization of 0 into a collection of triangles
T or quadrilaterals Q or a combination of both, together with a node spacing functions
h = h(x,y), V(x,y) E 0, defined over the entire domain 0, the task of remeshing is to
re-discretize the domain 0 into triangles T or quadrilaterals Q or combination of both in
consistency with the given node spacing function h.

The node spacing function which specifies the element size of the next discretization can
be defined based on the consideration of the current geometry, a posteriori error estimate
of the solution and some economic constraints limiting the maximum number of elements
or nodes in the finite element mesh.

4 ERROR ESTIMATIOR

The most common error estimator is Z2 (Zienkiewicz-Zhu) estimator, in which the basic
idea is:

Solve linear system equation K u = F derived from Galerkin method for u ~ it = Nu.
Here N are shape functions and u are node values of solutions. Matrice are defined with:

]{ = j(SNf(SN)dO, F = j fNT dO

The derivative q of u can be found with:

q ~ q= Sit = SNu

Therefore, errors can be defined as the difference

eu = u - it, eq = q - q

(1)

(2)

(3)

The exact value of u, q are unknowns. The Z2 method is to replace the q with a improved
estimation q. In case of linear approximation of u, the derivative q then is constant in each
element, which is discontinuous across the elements. To find a better approximation of q,
nodal value of derivative if are calculated with following methods:
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Figure 5: Results from error estimation

Projection Method

! NT(ij - q)df2 = 0

n

With q = SNu, ij = Nq, lead to a system of equation Bq = g. Once q is known, then a
better approximation of q can be found ij = Nq.

The Average Method

Average q of a node from all its neibouring elements, then a better approximation ij = Nq.
The error indicator measured in energy norms is TJ =11 eq II / II ii II. With L2 norm of ii, eq

defined by:

II eq 11= (!(eql (e q )df2)1/2, "ij 11= (J(ij)2 df2 )1/2 (5)

For each node , ~ =11 eq II /emax is calculated, then a new node spacing is defined by
hnew = hold/(~)l/p. With p the order of trial function, equals 1 when linear approximation.
The following figures 5 shows the results of error estimation [4].

For mesh generator, the methods proposed by Peraire [5] front propagation method, see
Fig. 6 and method from Lo [6] can be used firstly to generate triangle elements, then
followed methods from Zhu [7] combine triangular elements into quadrilateral elements
(see Fig. 7).

Here we present another method for quadrilateral elements formulation , is to divide a
triangle into three quadrilateral elements (see Fig. 8).
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Figure 6: Front propagation

Figure 7: Combine two triangles into a quadrilateral
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Figure 8: Divide a triangle into three quadrilaterals

Direct quadrilateral mesh generator is also avialable as described by Blacker [8]. But algo
rithms involved are much difficult than triangle mesh generators. Here we mainly discuss
the triangle mesh generation.

5 BASIC STEPS IN MESH GENERATION

1. Any planar geometry can be divided into several disjoint subdivisions.

2. Inner openings can be accessed by a opening lines to inner opening.

3. Subdivision is composed of straight line defined by its two ends point. For part of circles,
three points are needed to define them. For curves, usually isoparameter transformation
is employed to handle the curved boundaries.

4. boundary lines are characterised by physical boundaries and internal boundaries. For a
internal boundaries, the nodes on them can be repositioned.

5.1 THE ALGORITHMS FOR MESH GENERATION

i. Read the user input file, which includes:

The type of elements
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Figure 9: Search confined area for next node

The user defined node numbers, their coordinates and mesh densities around these points

The user defined line numbers with their two end points numbers

The sub-surfaces information. For each subdivision, surface number, the line number which
close the surface in anticlock or clock way

The inner boundary information

ii. Generate line elements along the line boundary with specified node densities.

iii. For each sub-surface, starting from the line elements (active front) to forming triangle
elements (front propagation method and internal node method)

During the step iii, two methods have different approaches. In front propagation method
FPM, a background coarse mesh which completely covers the surface is constructed. The
background mesh is used to interpolate (piecewise linear) spatial node spacing value.

In internal node method INM, the equal spaced internal points are placed over the consid
ered surface. The formation of triangle then is to search the nearest neibouring point to
given active side's middle points. see Fig. 9.

The important difference between the two methods is in FPM for each potential new node,
checking whether it lies in already formulated mesh or not is necessary, while in INM the
searching is only conbined in the neibourhood and comparing possible triangle, then choos-
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Figure 10: Front update scheme

ing the best one. The confined searching and comparing normally ganrantees the new side
does not cross the existing triangles [6].

The common place of both methods is the need of updating front (see Fig. 10), the current
active front and updated front are listed as :

Current Active Front

14 6 2 7 8 3 9 10 4 11 12 13
6 2 7 8 3 9 10 4 11 12 13 14

Updated Active Front

14 6 2 7 8 3 9 10 4 11 f2 13 12
6 2 7 8 3 9 10 4 11 12 f3 f4 14

The inactive front can be found in bounday sides (see Fig. 10) which have one triangle
connection and internal sides (see Fig. 10) which have two triangle connections and they
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are removed from the current active front. The empty of current active front marks the
ends of mesh generation for current surface.

iv. After all formulation triangle of surfaces, the desired element type are formulated either
by combining (see Fig. 7) or centering division (see Fig. 8).

iiv. The mesh smoothing, bad node and element deletion is employed.

5.2 MESH REFINEMENT

1. progressive refinement as in Fig. 1

2. small spacing in front propagation as in FPM method

3. place dense internal nodes in refine region
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